Dear Miss Fairall,

I had hoped to find a letter from you but shall keep on hoping till Sunday now when we reach America. Don't sit in your homestead? When there we are on prospecting Scandinavia & Italian trip. I keep good pictures of you dropping the General penannoy some one (or two) of his beautiful ladies. We have to do nearly all of Switzerland that the General allined went out at Venice entirely but not the Venetian letter. Evidently the General doesn't realise that when I travel in a canoe.

From you -left London - it was a mere or less your letter but it told I think what we had been long. I can't know how that's Britain that place - but Holland coming right after - was a good that I soon started replying.

We had a wonderful night crossing to Antwerp. Beautiful sea but we were treated into an Unlock

Read with the other men - but among us Antwerp.

An early train, we better it's full quite for your
that we would present anything serious. I am
willing that you, P.P. put the way you do. I make
the past you letter about the French putting your
the pedestal again; then theῦ do my her affair
with heav in the frequently with much enjoyment
that really must delightful spin the?]. I told here
the need is very about him thinking you that you
 knew all his cards I mean them played into so
many hands.

We go up the Rhine, Rhine then to Heidelberg
the Black Forest, then Zürich - then by train Thess
Linzern, H. Gotthard, Engads. Bellagio as
Stresa, Varenna. Sempione Varese. Then
then, about the 10th - was cut off the lakeside
with French sports but the guide and me shelled
3 weeks is not recently — you must know
how we looking forward trinity in their place,
you know 20 will them talking abjectly — (tell
get that very famous by the way Shrew Shrew)...
Write me if you can still get a letter on the name
"Stamberg." I also very daily, any 16 it
With greatest care and may. Best